2015-16 Annual Report

TO: FACULTY of the DIVISION of SOCIAL SCIENCES

FROM: James Peoples, 2015-16 Chair
Division of Social Sciences Executive Committee

DATE: May 2016

In accordance with Sections 3.07, 3.15(2) and 6.12 of the UWM Policies and Procedures, I submit to you a report of the activities of the Executive Committee of the Division of Social Sciences.

MEMBERSHIP
2016-17 Division of Social Sciences Executive Committee

Associate Aneesh Anesh Economics 2019
Professor Thomas Malaby Anthropology 2019
Professor Qinghai Wang Business 2019
Associate Woonsup Choi Geography 2018
Professor Karyn Frick* Psychology 2018
Associate Lindsay Timmerman** Communication 2017
Professor Marc Levine History 2017
Associate Joel Rast (Chair) Political Science 2017

*sabbatical Fall 2016 **Frick replacement for one sem

2015-16 Division of Social Sciences Executive Committee

Associate Woonsup Choi Geography 2018
Professor Karyn Frick Psychology 2018
Associate Joel Rast Political Science 2017
Professor Jeffery Smith* Journ, Adv & Med St 2017
Professor Marc Levine** History 2017
Associate Jennifer Jordan Sociology 2016
Professor James Peoples Economics 2016
Associate Lindsay Timmerman*** Communication 2016
Associate Jean Hudson**** Anthropology 2016

*Retired Dec. 2015 **J. Smith replacement ***Sabbatical 2015-16 ****Timmerman replacement

2016-17 Alternate Members- Division of Social Sciences (5 year rule)
Professor Fred Helmstetter Psychology 2020
Professor Uk Heo  Political Science  2020
Professor Kathleen Dolan  Political Science  2019
Professor Changshan Wu  Geography  2019
Professor Sanjoy Ghose  Business  2018
Associate Donald Green  Sociology  2017
Professor Robert Jeske  Anthropology  2017
Professor Thomas Holbrook  Political Science  2017

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES, 2014-15
The Committee met seven times in the contractual year, 2015-16.

September 25, 2015  Schedule meetings for Fall 2015
October 28, 2015  Personnel consideration
February 8, 2016  Personnel consideration and schedule meetings for Spring 2016
February 22, 2016  Personnel consideration
March 28, 2016  Personnel consideration
April 18, 2016  Personnel consideration, elect 2016-17 chair, and review criteria
May 9, 2016  Approve criteria for 2016-17

RECOMMENDATION of PERSONNEL CASES, 2015-16

Requests for PROMOTION to the rank of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR with TENURE:
2 Positive recommendations forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
2 Personnel recommendations forwarded

Requests for APPOINTMENT to the rank of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR with TENURE:
0 Positive recommendation forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
0 Personnel recommendation forwarded

Requests for PROMOTION to the rank of FULL PROFESSOR:
2 Positive recommendation forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
2 Personnel recommendation forwarded

Requests for APPOINTMENT to the rank of FULL PROFESSOR:
0 Positive recommendations forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
0 Personnel recommendations forwarded

TOTAL COMMITTEE PERSONNEL RECOMMENDATIONS:
4 Positive recommendations forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
4 Personnel recommendations forwarded